
Resolution GA/3/2.1

General Assembly Third Committee
Co-sponsors: Federative Republic of Brazil, Canada, Central African Republic, Republic of
Chad, People’s Republic of China, Arab Republic of Egypt, Republic of Finland, Gabonese
Republic, Grenada, Republic of Guatemala, Hungary, Republic of India, Jamaica, Libya, United
Mexican States, Kingdom of Morocco, Republic of Poland, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Republic of
South Africa, Republic of Kenya, Ukraine, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland, Socialist Republic of Viet Nam

Topic: Human rights questions, including alternative approaches for improving the
effective enjoyment of human rights and fundamental freedoms - the right to
privacy in the digital age

Keeping in mind the necessity to fulfill the human right to privacy by reducing the ideology of
surveillance capitalism,

Alarmed by the manipulation of people’s data by private entities for profit and the transparency
of their policies,

Educational Awareness on the Importance of Privacy and Cyber Management

1. Endorses mental health campaigns in order to help harmed victims overcome their
difficulties;

2. Encourages all member states to adopt school curriculum that teach pupils how to
protect themselves online, how important privacy is in the internet and new violations
of these unwritten social guidelines can affect anyone;

De-incentivization of Data Collection by Firms

3. Supports the creation creation of the an organization underneath the UN that will
uphold the right to privacy digitally by regulating what data firms can use;
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Data Transparency Policies

4. Strongly advises all nations to prohibit intentionally confusing policies and terms of
services;

5. Recommends regular inspections and further development of related technologies to
better serve the utilization of data and enhance privacy;

Non-Governmental Solutions

6. Underlines enterprises to adopt a law consisting of quantity / capabilities of internet
cookies and to easily reject cookies to prevent data theft for profit and privacy;

7. Calls for a more streamlined data deletion procedure should an individual request it.
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